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As contractors gear up to start construction of the huge Stonecutters Bridge in Hong Kong, Helena Russell reports on
the work so far and the challenges that lie ahead

T

he eagerly-awaited award of the contract for the cable-stayed
Stonecutters Bridge was finally announced just days before Bd&e
went to press (see news this issue). Work by the Maeda-HitachiYokogawa-Hsin Chong joint venture is expected to start almost
immediately, with no time to lose on this major project.
But although the record-breaking structure with its 1018m main span has
been grabbing all the headlines so far, approach viaducts and associated
construction work on the new route are already proving tough work for
engineers.
These are no ordinary viaducts - the intersections and flyovers of existing
highways are fiendishly complex both logistically and in terms of the restricted
space in which they are to be built - and they must rise to 70m high to deliver
traffic onto the high-flying deck of the bridge.
According to Hong Kong Highways Department chief engineer Michael
Hui, the need for Route 9 (or Route 8 , as it has now been somewhat
confusingly renamed) was recognised in the strategic planning of the early
1990s. Route 3, which was built for the opening of the new international
airport, carries traffic from Chek Lap Kok, over the Lantau Link, around Tsing
Yi Island and down to Kowloon. But this important road link is expected to
reach capacity by 2007/2008, especially as traffic to the container ports,
which it also serves , is increasing rapidly.
Route 8 will provide an additional link to the airport and to new container
ports being built on Tsing Yi Island, as well as linking in to a proposed new
east-west tunnel that will give residents in Shatin a direct, high speed link to
the airport and the other side of the New Territories.
Hui explains why the shipping clearance of the cable-stayed bridge is so
demanding - it is 73.5m minimum clearance above sea level across the whole
span compared to the standard 69m clearance on similar bridges, and will be
about 83m at midspan. Firstly is the fact that the channel which the bridge
crosses is the only route for container ships accessing every single one of the
city's nine container terminals. But Hui also reveals that when planning began
in 1999, they made sure to take account of the container ships that were on
the drawing board at the time, mindful of the fact that it would be almost a
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decade until the bridge opened to traffic, by which time a whole new
generation of vessels could be in operation. This demand has caused a lot of
problems, Hui admits; as a stand-alone requirement it is onerous enough, but
when combined with the restrictions on air space imposed by the nearby
airport, it places limitations on the construction techniques available for
erecting the towers and deck of the bridge. The airspace boundary starts at
308m - just 10m above the top of the towers, restricting the space for
craneage on top of the towers quite severely.
Another challenge for the contracting team will be to work around the
restrictions on marine construction traffic - which impact the deck lifting
arrangements significantly. The standard procedure of bringing deck segments
in by barge, positioning and anchoring the barge firmly before lifting the
segment into place would cause unacceptable disruption to the shipping
channel. Instead, says Hui, the contractor will be required to use dynamic
positioning of the barge - a technique that eliminates
the
use of anchors and is already used in the offshore
The most high-profile
industry. Closure of the channel has been restricted to
part of the new
a 200m width , and a time limit of eight hours placed
crossing is clearly the
on each closure. But the winning team intends to use
1018m-span cableonly 120m of this width and only four hours of the
stayed bridge (Arup)
available closure time; quite likely one of the aspects of
the bid that swung the decision.
The technical difficulties facing the contracting team on this project have
been recognised in the bid assessment. In Hong Kong , all bids are assessed on
technical and financial criteria, with the usual weighting being 40% technical
and 60% financial. In this case, however, the weighting has been split evenly,
50/50 between the two criteria.
Consultant Arup is responsible for detailed design and construction
supervision over the whole of the Route 8 project, working with consultant
Cowi on the detailed design of the Stonecutters Bridge. Arup director Naeem
Hussain explains that the scheme has been divided into four separate
construction contracts. The Stonecutters Bridge itself is a stand-alone project,
and two others are already under construction; the 1.5km West Tsing Yi
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Viaduct and 1.2km Nam Wan Tunnel at the northern end of the road, which
form a single package, and the 2.2km-long Ngong Shuen Chau Viaduct which
forms the link into Route 3 and the new tunnel to Shatin. The remaining
package is the 1.1km-long East Tsing Vi Viaduct which will link the north end
of Stonecutters Bridge to the Nam Wan Tunnel.
The alignment of this total 7.6km-long dual three-lane highway, both in
plan and elevation has been largely dictated by the requirements of the
Stonecutters Bridge, which has to cross the Rambler Channel at its narrowest
point, and must rise to accommodate a minimum
73.Sm clearance above sea level.
Reclamation work on the latest container terminal,
CT9, across which the northern end of the Stonecutters
Bridge will span, is almost complete, and some of the
berths were already in use when Bd&e visited the site.
Concerns about the progress of this development, and
whether or not contractors would have access to the site
for construction of the bridge, was one of the main
reasons why the client decided that a cable-stayed bridge
should be built. Such a structure could be built with
minimal access, for construction of the tower base only,
whereas a suspension bridge would have needed
immediate access for construction of tower base and
anchorages if the programme was to be kept on track.
Arup director Klaus Falbe-Hansen says that the
detailed design of the structure has been totally
governed by the wind loading and its predicted effect
on this enormous bridge. "Traffic loading is incidental
really," he says; although other issues such as marine
and air traffic, mentioned earlier, will have an impact
on construction in particular, wind is the main limiting
criteria that has driven the design considerations.
The concept design was developed by Halcrow,
Flint & Neill, Dissing & Weitling and Smedi and won
first prize in the Hong Kong Highways Department
Stonecutters Bridge design competition in 2000.
Although the visual appearance of the structure has had
Above: The Ngong
to be retained so that the final bridge will look like the
Shuen Chau viaduct is
2.2km long and will
original concept design images, Falbe-Hansen explains
link into Route 3
that a number of important modifications have had to
be made to the structure, largely to allow it to cope with
Right: A variety of
the demands of wind loading (Bd&e issue no 25).
different cross-sections
The team which is carrying out the detailed design
has been designed to
has acquired much more information about wind
conditions at the site over the course of the design accommodate one, two
or three-lane
process. Designers must consider both the high-speed
carriageways
of varying
wind from the sea, and the lower speed/higher
width
turbulence wind from the hills around the area. A SOmhigh mast was erected on the eastern side of the
Below: Two gantries
crossing, from which wind measurements were taken
are now on site and
over a period of months. In addition to this, says Falbeprogress is expected to
Hansen, full terrain model testing has been carried out
improve as a result
over the area within a 12km radius of the bridge. As a
result, the designers now know that the turbulence the
bridge will suffer is higher than that set out in the competition rules.
The mast was erected in October last year by specialist instrumentation
contractor Fugro Geotechnical Services. The mast instrumentation and data
acquisition system was supplied by Fugro's Structural Monitoring Division, based
in Scotland. Several different types of sensor, including four separate wind speed
sensors are installed in various locations on the mast. Readings from the sensors
are recorded by an automatic data acquisition computer system, and are
transmitted in real time over a l.SMB/s leased line link to an offsite location for
further analysis. Approximately 1GB of readings is acquired per month.
"The testing had been planned, and we used these results to map the
whole wind climate," says Falbe-Hansen, "but we expected the turbulence to
be reduced as a result. In fact it went the other way."
TDV's bridge engineering software program RM2000, including the wind
dynamics module, was used by Arup in the design and analysis of the
structure. TDV provided extensive technical and application support for the
preparation of this work, particularly with the construction stage analysis and
wind dynamics.
The main changes to the outline design were to release the deck from its
monolithic connections to the two single towers, and to introduce buffers at
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these locations to resist dynamic forces such as wind or seismic activity. The
towers were designed with the upper 118m in steel and the lower 17Sm in
concrete. But the relative lightness of the upper portion and the fact that it has
a circular cross-section, vulnerable to vortex-shed ding-induced vibrations,
meant that it was at risk of introducing vibrations to the cables, through linear
resonance or parametric excitation. Testing showed that the tower would be
unacceptably lively, so instead , Arup developed a composite upper portion
with a stainless steel skin and concrete core, connected by shear studs. The ~
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use of stainless steel was regarded as necessary to eliminate the need to
paint the top of this massive tower.
However its size raised questions about whether a suitable quality could be
achieved in the use of stainless steel on such a massive scale. To investigate this,
Arup worked with UK company Avesta to build a large-scale prototype (Bridge
update no 36) and successfully proved that it was possible. Principal resident
engineer Don Fraser describes the quality of work on the prototype as 'impressive',
noting that the outer face of the steel shows no sign of the
heavy welding used to connect the shear studs to the
Right: The SOm-high
inner face and to splice the sections of steel.
mast
that is being used
Alterations were made to the cross-section of the
to collect wind data at
box girders, adding gUide vanes to reduce the vortexthe Stonecutters site
induced vibrations, and also to hide the rail for the
maintenance gantry that runs along the underside of
Below: Full terrain
the deck. The design of the steel orthotropic deck is
model testing was also
governed by fatigue loading on the bridge, explains
carried out to better
Falbe-Hansen. Afternoon summer temperatures on
understand wind
the deck are likely to frequently exceed 30°C; this will
loading on the bridge
reduce the stiffness of the asphalt surfacing and hence
limit the local stress reduction that can be gained from
the surfacing acting compositely with the deck. Added to this is the fact that
an estimated 42% of the traffic will consist of heavy goods vehicles accessing
the Kwai Chung container terminal.
To cope with this intense fatigue loading , the deck has been designed
with an 18mm-thick deck plate, and 325mm-deep, 9mm-thick trough
stiffeners. Diaphragms are 3.8m apart, except at the cross-girders where
they are only 2.8m apart.
The prestressed concrete back spans are monolithic with the piers, hence
the stress state due to the permanent loads is highly dependent on the method
and sequence of construction. The cables are attached to the outer edges of
the deck, and the configuration of two box girders connected by cross-girders
leads to a combination of torsion in the longitudinal boxes and bending in the
cross-girders. The ratio between torsion and bending depends on the stiffness
ratio of the members, and relatively high torsion stresses exist in the structure
due to permanent loads ; while the distribution of forces can be adjusted by
building in restraint forces via the choice of construction method, change can
only be achieved to a limited degree on such a large structure.
Maximum efficiency of the transverse prestress is ensured by leaving the
cross-girders unrestrained during stressing. This also offers the possibility of
some adjustment to the permanent torsion in the longitudinal girders. All the
cross-girder tendons are placed at maximum eccentricity along the bottom of
the section, and in order to stress them fully before the cables take the weight

Down to details
Stonecutters Bridge is a cable-stayed bridge of total length 1S96m, made up of a
main span of 1018m and fou r back spans on each side, with lengths of 79.7Sm,
two of 70m and one of 69.2Sm. It is supported by two towers which are formed of
concrete up to 17Sm height, and from 17Sm to 239m height are of steel-concrete
composite with an outer skin of stainless steel. The upper Sm is a glazed steel
structure which acts as an architectural lighting feature and provides storage space
for maintenance equipment.
Two planes of cables in a modified fan arrangement provide support for the deck,
anchored at its outer edges at 18m centres in the main span and 10m centres in
the back spans.
The bridge deck is a twin box-girder, steel in the main span and prestressed
concrete in the back spans, with the interface between the two located almost SOm
into the back spans. Cross-girders connect the two longitudinal box girders; in the
main span the alignment is straight and the deck width constant, but the back
spans have to accommodate widening carriage ways at the west end and a curved
alignment with superelevation at the east end.
In the back spans, the piers are monolithically connected to the deck. The three
intermediate piers are single columns, while the end piers at the adjoining viaducts
are twin column portal structures. Laterally, the bridge is restrained by vertical
bearings on the towers and by the back-span piers, while in the longitudinal
direction, restraint is provided by hyd raulic buffers at the towers and by the backspan piers. The buffers are set so that movements due to static actions such as
temperature and mean wind can take place, while short-term dynamic actions due
to wind buffeting and seismic activity are resisted.
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of the deck, temporary prestress above deck level is required. Once the stay
cables have been attached and stressed, the temporary prestress is removed
and a beneficial torsion is introduced in the two longitudinal girders.
PrestreSSing of the longitudinal girders is only carried out when all the
deck units are completed and connected to the pier heads. The interface
between steel and concrete decks is prestressed such that the joint is in
compression over the entire area for SLS loads, and sufficient compression is
present to transfer shear safely at ULS.
Arup's assumed construction sequence is that the back spans will be built
before the main span deck is cantilevered out, in order to proVide some
stability and resistance to the buffeting wind loads on the main span. The short
length of steel deck next to the tower will be erected on temporary scaffolding ,
while construction of the main span deck will follow a traditional process.
The concept design envisaged the use of locked coil cables, for their small
diameter and hence reduced sensitivity to wind loading. But Arup has specified
factory-fabricated multi-strand instead, for the simple reason that it is available
from a number of sources, giving greater opportunity for competition and
hence cost-savings. Handling of such cables is likely to present difficulties for
the contractor - the largest cable will be 540m long and weigh about 70t.
Architectural lighting schemes for the landmark bridge have still to be
finalised - Falbe-Hansen explains that a workshop is planned which will give
local groups and lighting designers the chance to come up with options. The
main locations for lighting will be under the cables , and obViously in the glass
tops of the towers, but colour schemes are still open for discussion.
In terms of the approach viaducts on the east side of the Rambler
Channel, Hussain explains that the key to the detailed design was to try and
find some commonality between the structures. They have been designed to
be built using precast segments and balanced cantilever erection, but whereas
similar projects are usually restricted to 2.5m-long segments because they are
transported by road, on this contract the segments - some 2600 in total - are
delivered by water from a casting yard on the Pearl River Delta in China. They
are brought by barge and offloaded into the small storage area next to the
eastern end of the contract, and as a result of this, the contractor can get away
with twice the length; 4m segments are being used. The variable span lengths
and the juxtaposition of up and down ramps led to the design of constant-
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depth segments on spans of up to 60m length; on longer spans the depth at
the piers is increased using haunches.
A variety of different cross-sections, each single-cell boxes, has been
designed to accommodate one, two or three-lane carriageways varying from
8.33m to 16.1m in width. These are supported on single columns, or
combined on portal frames, to produce the appropriate road layout at each
location. The shape of the columns for every pier is the same, to create visual
harmony between the various elements for viewers from ground level. Only
the cross-sectional dimensions of the piers vary. Vertical grooves on all faces
of the piers will help to control weathering of the concrete.
The contractor on the Ngong Shuen Chau Viaduct is the China Harbour
Engineering Company, which won the US$197 million contract in May
2002, and is due to complete the works by the end of 2006. Italian specialist
manufacturer Deal has supplied two launching gantries to the project - significantly its first project in Hong Kong.
Arup chief resident engineer for the project, Andrew Keung, explains that
this part of the Route 8 project was the first to start because of the difficulty of
building the interchanges. At the time the contract was signed, West Rail was
under construction, running below the West Kowloon Highway at the eastern
end of Route 8. Some of the piers for the Route 8 interchanges had to straddle
this line, and careful planning was vital if nothing was to be delayed. "We needed
to complete the piling within a year," says Keung, "in order to allow West Rail
commissioning to go ahead at the end of 2003". Many of the columns are
having to be installed within very small areas. For the first part of the project,
only a short length of land was handed over, but this was the end with the
complex interchanges to give the contractor a head start
with the work, and with planning the span erection
Italian manufacturer
programme. "Now we are concentrating on piling in the
Deal has supplied two
phase two area," says Keung, "since the remainder of
launching gantries to
the site was handed over at the end of last year".
the project
Progress is good, he reports, with some 30% of the

Model behaviour
Analysis and design of the Route 9 approach viaducts was carried out using Oasys
UNIX-based bridge software, Brilo, but the independent checks were done using
the newly-developed bridge analysis module in Windows-based Oasys GSA.
The alignment and moving vehicle modules were used with spreadsheet manipulation to generate the curved and tapered deck geometry for the models. To
calculate global effects on decks and columns a space frame model of each bridge
to be checked was set up. The single cell boxes were modelled as simple beams,
with rigid outriggers to support a grillage of slab elements to accept the loading.
The section wizard allowed the direct input of the section geometry for the tapered
trapezoidal box sections, simplifying data checking .
In addition to lane by lane optimisation for US (LRFD), Eurocode and Australian
loading, and railway loading, GSA does a full carriageway optimisation for UK and
HK loading.
The user defines a number of influence points on the model which can be force
based, such as moment, shear, reaction, or displacement based such as deflection
rotation etc. The code to be used and the number of HB units to be considered in '
the optimisation for ULS and SLS combinations can also be varied. The user can
also control the way the loads are distributed to the grillage elements.
Each carriageway is split into lanes in accordance with the code rules, carries out
an influence line analysis and selects the worst combination of an HB vehicle within or straddling lanes - with HA lane loading and footway loading. The
optimiser also generates live load envelopes including load factors for each
combination considered .
The staged analysis feature was used to consider the effects of balanced cantilever
construction, so that combination cases and envelopes incorporating dead,
earthquake and temperature loading could be combined with the live load output in
a single model.
For local checks on slab bending under vehicle loading, the software can place a
vehicle in a specified position while modelling vehicle wheel loads as patches,
allowing checks on the effects of tapering slabs and local end stiffening to be
carried out on detailed grillage models .

phase two piling complete the groundworks could be complete by the end of this
year. The bored piles, of 80m maximum depth, are being built using bentonitestabilised excavation, which works well on the reclaimed land on which the
viaducts are being built. Approximately 25m of reclamation sand fill over 5m to
15m of alluvium is underlain by 10m-30m of decomposed granite, above the
slightly-decomposed granite that forms the bedrock. Piles are 1.2m to 2m largediameter end-bearing piles and support a pile cap of up to 3.5m depth.
Foundation works are being carried out by subcontractor Bauer.
Meanwhile , segments for the viaducts are being cast in China, but the
learning curve has been rather slow. When Bd&e visited Hong Kong in late
March , casting rates were running at about 20 segments per week, or 80 per
month. This needs to be increased, says Keung, to 90 or 100 per month in
order to meet the predicted demand, but he says this should be achievable
once the contractors become more experienced.
The slow turnout is not affecting erection yet , but could lead to shortages
once construction reaches full speed. Segment erection has not yet achieved
its full potential either; when Bd&e visited the site, a second launching gantry
was just being commissioned to work alongside the first one , in an endeavour
to speed the work up somewhat. One of the difficulties, says Keung, has been
that the rather slow adjustment of pier segments to the correct line and level
has been keeping the gantry occupied too long. In order to try and address
this, a new lifting beam was designed, which is now in use, for adjusting pier
segments independently of the gantry. This frees the gantry to continue with
erection on adjacent piers while positioning of pier segments is finalised ~
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